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Background 

 One of the significant current challenges is to decouple the growing environmental 

impact of humanity from economic and social development. The energy sector has a 

crucial role in global economic competitiveness and carbon emissions. Partly due to the 

electrification, the decarbonization of the energy sector is increasingly focused on the 

production of electricity from renewable energy sources. These technologies have specific 

economic and technical characteristics that often limit their market penetration. To reduce 

these barriers and compensate for environmental benefits, many countries support the use 

of renewable energy sources through government incentives. In recent decades, subsidies 

designed explicitly for renewable electricity generation have developed, with tariff subsidies 

being the most widespread in the European Union. Tariff subsidies can be further grouped 

into feed-in tariff and feed-in premium. Although a large number of European Member 

States have operated the former, they have had to switch to the latter for a few years 

following the guidance of the European Commission. The main argument behind the 

guideline is that renewable technologies have reached a stage in the learning curve where 

their support deserves increasing emphasis on market integration. Because support 

schemes are relatively young and specialized, there are many unanswered questions in the 

scientific literature on their market-distorting effects. 

 The overall aim of the research underlying the dissertation is to compare support 

systems for these unanswered questions, in terms of the problem of lack of information 

among actors. The research covers several fields of science: the peculiarities of the sector 

have an energy background, the regulatory principles can be identified in the context of 

environmental economics and regulation, and the built models are based on the knowledge 

of economics.  

Objectives, content structure 

 The thesis serves the following three main aims through the examination of three 

hypotheses and the theses formulated from them. 

 Compare, in a contract theory approach, how each tariff subsidy affects the information 

asymmetry between the lender and the entrepreneur of any renewable energy project 

and the socially optimal project size. 
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 Investigate how the different premium levels (and underlying technology costs) 

generated by auction in the floating premium system affect the level and predictability 

of government costs. 

 Analyze how the state's intermittent subsidy allocation decisions affect its payments if 

investors can postpone their investments. 

In addition to the introduction and the summary, the dissertation can be divided 

into three main parts. 

The second chapter presents the development and typology of tariff subsidies, their 

policy background in the European Union and Hungary, and the literature evaluating the 

performance and transformation of former subsidy systems. The chapter provides an 

overview of the scientific background of the research questions and the basis for the 

examination of hypotheses. 

The third chapter describes the assessment of the impact of different tariff 

subsidies on the information asymmetry between the lenders and the entrepreneurs of 

renewable investments. The chapter presents the literature on the contract theory model 

built for the study and the derivation of the model. The chapter ends with a comparison 

of the different types of support and a presentation of the thesis based on the results. 

The fourth chapter examines how future floating premium levels affect the level 

and spread of state costs, and whether the state can reduce costs and uncertainty by timing 

the allocation. The chapter begins with a review of the literature on state support allocation 

decisions and corporate real option behavior and then specifies the new subsidy allocation 

model. The chapter continues with the calibration of the model with Hungarian data, the 

results of the Monte Carlo simulation run on the basis of these data, and the thesis based 

on the results.  

Results 

 The main scientific novelty of the dissertation is formulated in three theses based 

on the results of the examination of the three hypotheses. The dissertation presents two 

new models: the first contract theory model allows the examination of the first hypothesis, 

the second subsidy allocation model allows the examination of the second and third 

hypotheses.  
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The energy sector is capital intensive, thus the roles of financing and implementing 

(or only entrepreneurial) are often separate. Tariff subsidies, on the one hand, reduce the 

uncertainty of the cash flow generated by renewable projects and, on the other hand, 

influence the amount of information available to the financier, thus influencing project 

financing decisions and ultimately the effectiveness of policy intervention. The effect of 

tariff subsidies on information asymmetry between the two actors has not been studied in 

the literature before. Thus, according to the first hypothesis, in a renewable electricity 

investment, premium subsidies result in a higher social benefit than feed-in support. To 

test the hypothesis, the effects of tariff subsidies were implemented in a previously 

published model of contract theory. Based on the results of the model, the hypothesis is 

accepted, and the first thesis can be formulated as follows: 

Thesis 1: Premium subsidies - due to the additional revenue from sales - increase 

the project's pledgeable income compared to feed-in tariff subsidies, resulting in 

higher optimal investment size, entrepreneurial payments and welfare. 

Publication related to the thesis: Hortay, O. (2019). Moral Hazard Assessment in State-

subsidized Renewable Energy Investments. Periodica Polytechnica – Social and Management 

Sciences, 27(1), pp. 37-47. 

 

By switching from feed-in tariff to feed-in premium subsidy (where the premium 

is decided at an auction), the Member States of the European Union have reduced their 

ability to influence the cost and capacity of the subsidy system they operate. As 

unpredictable market processes mostly determine the level of public expenses, there is a 

need for simulation testing. Given the importance of not only the state's loss but also its 

predictability, it is worth examining how the expected decline in premium levels based on 

past technological trends will affect the uncertainty of future state payments. The second 

hypothesis is thus as follows: in a floating premium scheme, the beneficiary receives the 

difference between a predefined aid level and market prices under this scheme, a reduction 

in the level of aid results in more predictable public payments. The hypothesis is tested 

using the self-built allocation model presented in the dissertation, in which Monte Carlo 

simulations are run for the described parameters. The results support the hypothesis so 

that the second thesis can be formulated. 
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Thesis 2: Lower floating premium levels reduce the standard deviation of the 

average rate of subsidy paid for the energy produced, which results in greater 

predictability of the public cost of the scheme. 

Publication related to the thesis: Hortay O., Rozner B. (2019). Allocating renewable 

subsidies. Economic Analysis and Policy, 64, pp. 236-247. 

 

 A common phenomenon (which is expected to continue to occur in the future) in 

renewable support schemes is the real option behavior of companies, whether they are 

waiting to realize the acquired premium rights or selling them to another party. If the state 

has a capacity target for a later exact date, it might be worth considering the timing of the 

allocation of rights. The idea behind the hypothesis is that allocating subsidy rights in a 

balanced way between tenders can reduce system uncertainty (both in terms of 

implementation and costs) and can thus be an excellent strategy for the state. Based on 

this, the third hypothesis is that diversification of the amount of subsidized capacity to be 

allocated in a floating premium system will improve the efficiency of public money use, 

increase the likelihood of meeting the state's capacity targets and reduce the public 

expenditure needed to reach the goals. According to the results of the simulation, 

diversification does not increase the average realized capacity at the end of the period. It 

does not affect the level of state costs, but it reduces the variance of capacities and costs 

due to the real option behavior of companies.    The hypothesis must, therefore, be 

rejected, and the results allow the following thesis to be formulated. 

Thesis 3: By diversifying the allocation of subsidy rights between periods, the 

state can reduce the dispersion of end-of-period capacities and public 

expenditure. 

Publication related to the thesis: Hortay O., Rozner B. (2019). Allocating renewable 

subsidies. Economic Analysis and Policy, 64, pp. 236-247. 

Utilization of results, further research  

The first thesis is a theoretical statement that may be a good starting point for further 

empirical research, but its direct policy and corporate use is limited. The second and third 

theses (and the underlying model), on the one hand, represent a novel research approach, 

not only in renewable funding but also in other similar state decisions, and thus have 
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potential scientific utility. On the other hand, both the model and its results can be directly 

applied to policy design as they provide answers to questions that can directly contribute 

to reducing public expenditure.  

For both models, a variety of additional research directions can be identified. What may 

be a natural continuation is the incorporation and examination of different discount rates 

for the state and companies. In the case of a contract theory model, it may be worth 

investigating the potential costs of weather dependency in the future, which may require 

dynamic modelling or a more significant number of periods. The most exciting 

development of the grant allocation model is the exploration of generalization 

opportunities. The applied Monte Carlo simulation approach is suitable for examining the 

questions asked in the dissertation, but not for formulating analytical results. If the model 

could be written as a stochastic control problem, it would provide an analytical solution 

that would suggest specific allocation paths rather than general statements. Further 

developments could be a more in-depth examination of companies' real option behavior 

and the introduction of a learning effect from the stateside, as they can modify their 

allocation plan from period to period. 

Scientific publications related to the theses 

 Journal Article; Peer reviewed; Web of Science Database 
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Hortay O. (2019). Moral Hazard Assessment in State-subsidized Renewable Energy 

Investments. Periodica Polytechnica – Social and Management Sciences, 27(1), pp. 37-47. 

https://doi.org/10.3311/PPso.12360  

Other Scientific Publications 

Book, book snippet, university note 

Hortay O. (2013). A kötelező átvételi rendszer átalakulása. In: Bihary B., Csíki O., Erb F., 

Gőz A., Hajdu D., Iberhalt M., Kónya V., Lipták L., Molich K., Stefán Á., Pozsár Z., Strack 

F., Szilágyi B., Takácsné György K. (szerk.), Kósi K. (szerk.), Wimmer Á. (szerk.), 

Konczosné Szombathelyi M. (szerk.), Rákli-Szabados E. (szerk.) Litera oeconomiae: Ifjú 
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 Journal Article; Peer reviewed; Web of Science Database 
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 Journal Article; Peer reviewed; Scopus database 
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elfogadott 

 Journal Article; Peer reviewed; Hungarian language published in Hungary 

Hortay O., Szőke T. (2019). Keresleti árrugalmasság becslése a magyar villamosenergia-

piacon. Közgazdasági Szemle, 66(7-8), pp. 788-804. https://doi.org/10.18414/KSZ.2019.7-

8.788  

Hortay O. (2018). Az információs aszimmetria hatása a megújuló alapú villamosenergia-

termelő projektek finanszírozására. Magyar Energetika, 25(3), 99. 2-8. 

Hortay O. (2017). A kötelező átvételi rendszer átalakulása. E-CONOM, 6(1), pp. 78-92. 

https://doi.org/10.17836/EC.2017.1.078 (másodközlés) 

Hortay O. (2016). A kötelező átvételi rendszer átalakulása. Magyar Energetika, 23(4), pp. 40-

47. 

 Journal Article; Not revised; Conference lecture published in conference 

proceedings with foreign and local participants 

Hortay O., Zarándy T. (2018). Analysis of Electricity Consumption in Hungary: A New 

Approach. In: Biro, Károly-Ágoston; Sebestyén-Pál, György; Szabó, Lóránd (szerk.), 19th 

International Conference of Energetics-Electrical Engineering, pp. 49-55. 

Abstract; Conference lecture published in conference proceedings with 

foreign and local participants 

Bajai M., Hortay O., Víg A. (2019). Market Liquidity Analysis on the HUPX Day-Ahead 

Market. In: Kondor G., Kerényi P., Petróczy D., Dömötör B., Havran D. (szerk.), 10th 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2019.110879
https://doi.org/10.18414/KSZ.2019.7-8.788
https://doi.org/10.18414/KSZ.2019.7-8.788
https://doi.org/10.17836/EC.2017.1.078
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